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Approximately for 2 years, we are operating in the telecommunications sector, was
founded by the talented and experienced professionals.
ATAKOM has the capabilities required to do successful business, with experience and
expertise, is active with professional and quality service.
ATAKOM has the experience in telecommunication projects, ERICSSON, MOTOROLA,
ALCATEL. (PCM, SDH, GSM )
ATAKOM has experience in operating in a global level work is ongoing with
manufacturers, leading telecom operators and employees .
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Our strong points
ATAKOM shapes its working criteria according to your expectations
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Vision & Mission
To be the best customer service team in our profession. To develop and maintain a firstclass infrastructure to ensure employee satisfaction, which drives customer loyalty, which
leads to sustained profit growth, which creates improved company value. Our vision for
the Telecommunications Sector in Engineering Services is to be a preferred company.
With Dynamic Engineering Services, our mission is to facilitate the operator and supplier
companies, customer satisfaction, to increase earnings. Quality is not an option, but a
necessity. For a company to survive and thrive in an environment of global competition,
that company must provide a level of customer satisfaction that will lead to customer
loyalty. However, it is impossible to achieve customer loyalty without first providing a
quality of service that will ensure total customer satisfaction.
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Management
Supported by its own offices, as well as its agents and partners worldwide, Atakom
employs a highly trained team of professionals that follows up and follows through on
each and every transaction we manage. With our global network, we aim to be the most
reliable company in the business with an inspired, people-driven and dedicated
approach to serving our valued customers. While we are proficient in offering worldwide
moving, telecommunication and any related or special services, we are not be satisfied
with only that: we also strive to be committed advisors to our customers and associates.
Globalink's objective is to exceed the expectations of our customers through total quality
management. Our goal is to provide cost effective alternatives to help our customers to
realize their goals.
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Quality
By using Total Quality Management techniques, we can locate waste, identify its
causes and eliminate it. A good example of waste is rework, which is often more
costly than doing the job right in the first place. A common business concept is
known as the "1-10-100 Rule". If it takes one unit of costs or effort to complete a job
correctly, it will take 10 times that effort to correct an error before it reaches the
customer. And once it has reached the customer, it will take 100 times the cost and
effort to correct the situation, not to mention the loss of customer goodwill. Our
primary objectives are to promote Total Quality Management and to maintain our
success through constant dedication,innovative efforts and ongoing investment in
quality services.
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Corporate Responsibility
We would like to ensure that our customers trust us to perform our daily work in a
responsible manner. We would like investors with high social and environmental
expectations to choose the securities of Atakom. We would like to see that those
customers who look upon Atakom's business and CR activities as private individuals
understand and recognize our responsible business conduct. We would like our colleagues
to take pride in the way we do our work and identify with our methods via their own
responsible conduct. We would like those customers who look upon Atakom's business
and CR activities as experts to see us as cooperative partners in the realisation of their
own objectives.
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Summary













Assortment of Cable
Assortment of GSM Shelter with accessories
Tower Supply
Aviation Obstruction Light System
Mobile BTS
Site Installation Equipment
Lighting Systems
Battery
Grounding Kit
Prefabricated Buildings
Mini Link Radio Antenna Radome Heater Systems
Logistics Services ( Atahal Logistics, Halefoglu Transport)
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Completed Projects
Motorola Telsim GSM-900 project, the BTS Installation & Tower
Aria GSM-1800 project in Ericsson, RBS Installation
Alcatel GSM-1800 project Aycell Rental, Survey, BTS Installation
Iraq (Baghdad) American Base Fiber Optics and Telecommunications Project
Iran-Alcatel GSM Installation &Talia
Iraq Al Asad Air Base in the U.S. Energy Infrastructure & Telecommunication Services
U.S. Land Forces in Mosul Base Container Manufacturing and Assembly
Ministry of National Defense Border Security Lighting Project
Command and Connected units 7.Army Corps.
Ministry of National Defense Telecommunications jobs (Tafics Project)
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Costumers & Partners











Turkcell
Motorola
Avea
Vodafone
Huawei
Beeline
Magticom
B-Systems
Kcell
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BTS Ericsson, M / L
Alcatel BSC, BTS and SDH, M / L
Nokia BTS, M / L
Motorola BSC, BTS, M / L
Batteries & Direction to inform the client system
Job Security
Defensive driving training
Working on high elevation
Establishment of Internal Quality Inspection
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Contact Info
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ss : Diclekent Bulvarı Peyas Mh. No:117 Diyarbakır / Türkiye
 Phone : 0412 257 43 65 (pbx)
 Fax

: 0412 257 43 66

 E Mail : atakom@atakomgsm.com
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